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As a U.S. producer of handcrafted dance and fitness 
equipment, we empower you to be stronger, 

healthier, happier, and more confident in 
your workout and performance.
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To see every body healthy, strong, happy, and confident, VITA 
aspires to be the preferred provider of dance, fitness, and mobility 
products, made accessible for all so that we enrich our customers’ 

lives while serving them with unprecedented care.
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No one expected this new company to 
be successful out of the gate, and they 
set an aggressive (at the time) goal to 
sell eight metal barres a day. But month 
over month, year over year, they beat 
their numbers—customers were loving 
their Vita barres and were telling their 
friends. Then customers started request-
ing wood barres, something the com-
pany had resisted for years due to the 
extreme amount of wood dust floating 
around the facility. Vita decided to add 
high-quality woods to their material 
repertoire, and sales began to take off. 
Resisting the urge to offshore manufac-
turing, the leadership determined Vita’s 
products would be made in the U.S.A. 
out of the highest quality woods and 
materials that so that customers could 
depend on their Vita product to perform 
with them every day for a lifetime.

As Larry Easterday closed up shop 
for the day, he noticed his workbench 
littered with spare parts. His powder 
coating shop located in Greenville, SC, 
coated every kind of metal part a cus-
tomer needed. As he glanced around the 
shop, one particular part caught his eye. 
The shape reminded him of something 
he had seen on eBay when he stumbled 
across a listing for a ballet barre. We’re 
not sure why that stuck out to him that 
day, but an idea began to take shape in 
his mind.!

After making his first ballet barre, Larry 
listed it on eBay. To his surprise (and 
delight), within an hour, he heard the 
familiar new email chime, and he had his 
first customer. Over the next few days, 
he made five more, which sold in a mat-
ter of hours, then ten more, which also 
sold quickly. A new ballet barre company, 
Vita Vibe, was born.

In March of 2020, the world was con-
fronted with an infectious new disease. 
Millions of people were forced to remain 
at home, to work at home, and many 
had to leave their workout routines 
behind. With their gyms shutting down, 
these newly-minted “work from hom-
ers” wanted a way to stay in shape or 
continue to practice their ballet routines, 
all while staying safe.

Vita had a revolutionary idea that 
hearkened back to its founding. “What if 
we create a whole new fitness lifestyle 
brand that focuses on push-up bars, 
pull-up bars, sit-up bars, and stall bars?” 
It wasn’t long and “Vita Fitness” was 
born. What was considered by most 
businesses to be one of the worst years 
in recent history, with Vita’s ingenuity, 
became an opportunity. Creativity and 
innovation had saved the day, and 
toward the end of 2020, Larry passed the 
reigns to David Chapman to take Vita to 
the next!level.

Since 2009, Vita has grown into a 
multi-million-dollar company serving 
gyms, schools, universities, studios, 
hotels, government agencies, and 
consumers like you at home and abroad 
with ballet barres, dance, and fitness 
equipment. 
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PULL UP BARS
• Two grip positions

• Up to 350 LBS. capacity

• 3 adjustable heights

• Heavy Duty 3/16” Steel

STALL BARS
• Multiple models to 

choose from

• Accessories available to 
add more features.

• Available in wood 
and steel rungs

• Heavy duty design allows 
for years of use

PARALLETTES
• Available with wood & 

aluminum handles

• Non slip & Non marring feet

• Great for home & 
commercial use

SIT UP BARS
• Available with fixed and space 

saving hinged brackets

• Ash wood & aluminum bars options

• Hinged brackets provide 3 
usable barre height positions

PLYO BOX
• Stackable Design

• 1.5” square steel construction

• Solid steel plate top

• Non-slip skid top

BALL RACKS
• Permanently wall mounted 

for storing light-weight 
exercise/yoga/stability balls 
up and out of your way.

• Heavy-duty 3/16” 
laser-cut steel

• Perfect for commercial 
and home use
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LEARN MORE AT VITAFITNESSPRODUCTS.COM

Finding the time to work out doesn’t always fit your schedule. That is why we have 

intentionally created products that enable you to work out anytime in the comfort 

of your home. With tastefully-designed bars crafted with high-quality materials, 

pull your bar down to work out, then stow it comfortably out of the way.
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PORTABLE BARRES
• Available only with aluminum 

cross barres

• Height adjustment with 
locking safety clamps

• 1.5” diameter barres for 
hands of all sizes

• Non-slip rubber feet provide grip 
without damaging the floor

WALL BARRES
• Available with wood & 

aluminum barre material

• Brackets are made of heavy 
gauge steel for years of use

• Many bracket styles for any taste

• Barres support 100 lbs. per 
linear foot of static weight 
when properly installed

FLOOR BARRES
• Stanchions are re-inforced 

with a rear support gusset for 
more strength and stability

• Wood & aluminum cross barres

• Multiple colors to work 
with any decor
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Years of dedication, determination, and practice make it possible for every dancer 

to achieve their lifelong dream of performing that coveted role on stage. Because of 

their strength, durability, and portability, our ballet and barre products have become 

the perfect compliment for young dancers learning foundational movements and the 

practice companion of choice for seasoned dancers sharpening their skills.
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LEARN MORE AT VITABARRE.COM
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PORTABLE BARRES
• Available only with aluminum cross barres

• Height adjustment with locking safety clamps

• 1.5” diameter barres for hands of all sizes

• Non-slip rubber feet provide grip 
without damaging the floor

WALL BARRES
• Available with wood & aluminum barre material

• Brackets are made of heavy 
gauge steel for years of use

• Many bracket styles for any taste

• Barres support 100 lbs. per linear foot of 
static weight when properly installed

FLOOR BARRES
• Stanchions are re-inforced with a rear support 

gusset for more strength and stability

• Wood & aluminum cross barres

• Multiple colors to work with any decor
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LEARN MORE AT VITABARRE.COM

Vita’s line of handcrafted, customizable, and easy-to-install barre, 

ballet, and fitness products enable you to differentiate your gym and 

deliver new and enhanced services that members want so you can 

scale your membership and lead in your market.
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PORTABLE BARRES
• Powder coated cross barres allow for easy 

daily cleaning for a sanitary environment

• Available in multiple sizes to 
work with any sized space

• Multiple color options to 
work with any decor

WALL BARRES
• Powder coated barres allow for easy daily 

cleaning for a sanitary environment

• Wall mounted barres provide a 
secure and safe environment

• Available in multiple bracket styles

FLOOR BARRES
• Powder coated barres allow for easy daily 

cleaning for a sanitary environment

• Floor mounted barres work well 
with walls with mirrors

• Available in multiple heights and 
colors to suite any needs
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Our newest line of products is coming to the reha-

bilitation and physical/occupational therapy space, 

helping strengthen and improve mobility for those 

who suffered ortho or spinal injuries and strokes. 

Vita’s products aid patients by giving them a better, 

faster outcome in rehab, therapy, and recovery.

State-of-the-art Vita equipment is easy to sanitize 

and differentiates our customers from other health 

care providers while coming in thousands of dollars 

less than hospital-grade equipment products.

When portable, durable products are needed, Vita 

steps up for a solution you can depend on.
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“Like many others, with dance lessons being online 
still we thought it would be better for our daughters’ 
lessons if they had a better barre than a chair. The 
quality of this one seems very good for the price, 
and the brackets have retained barre positioning 
perfectly – even after I (220 lbs ”) used it for 
stetching out.”

– DAVID LINSLEY
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– ROBERTA PICKERT
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